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We didn’t hear back from the community 
after we left

Gratitude & Acknowledgement

We begin this workshop by acknowledging that we are meeting on 
Indigenous land.  As settlers, we are grateful for the opportunity to meet 
and we thank all the generations of Indigenous peoples who have taken 
care of this land.  

As settlers, this recognition of the contributions and historic importance of 
Indigenous peoples must be clearly and overtly connected to our collective 
commitment to make the promise and the challenge of Truth and 
Reconciliation real in our communities.  
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What is the value of 
engaging youth in the 
evaluation process? 

Are there any unique factors 
we should consider in the 
youth sector? 



Benefits of youth engagement in the evaluation process

By encouraging sustainable research and evaluation practices in the youth 
sector, youth organizations will:

• Be better positioned to measure and track if their programs achieve their intended 
outcomes and impacts

• Be able to determine areas of program success and how they can be improved
• Tell their stories to funders and each other to improve the overall quality

of the sector

Evaluation supports youth programs to do what they do, better!



What is Youth Engagement?
• Youth Engagement: when young people are seen as valuable 

partners and are actively involved in planning, decision 
making, and carrying out decisions that affect them personally 
and/or that they believe to be important.

• Youth Engagement in Evaluation: engages young people in 
evaluating the programs, initiatives, and organizations 
designed to serve them. 

• Program design and development can inform program 
evaluation



Moving beyond 
youth as sources of 
data



None Low Medium High Highest

Information 
collected 
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External adults 
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input gathered 
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Youth 
collect data

Youth give 
input on 
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process

Youth design 
and administer 
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adults analyze 
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findings, 
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planning cycle; 
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involved in all 
phases; act as 
peer trainers; 
paid

Continuum of 
Youth Engagement



What are the most important factors to 
consider when deciding on the level of 
youth engagement in evaluation? 
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Sabo Flores, 2008

"Youth are not merely respondents of methods created by adults 
nor are they consultants on adult-led evaluations… they are 
creators of knowledge, shaping their own methods, analyzing the 
data gathered, and reporting their findings."



How is youth engagement beneficial to 
youth and the organization? 



Benefits of Youth Engagement in Evaluation

For Youth

Skill development (e.g., leadership, 
communication skills, marketable skills)
Relationship building (with peers, adults)

Improved self-confidence

Identity exploration

Establish sense of ownership over program

Foster creativity



For Youth For the Organization (Stakeholders)

Skill development (e.g., leadership, 
communication skills, marketable skills)

Better access to data (access hard-to-reach 
samples)

Relationship building (with peers, adults) Enables new perspectives
Improved self-confidence Improved data collection process & tools

Identity exploration Increased understanding/improved 
interpretation of results

Establish sense of ownership over program Democratization of knowledge

Foster creativity Validates diverse experiences of youth; 
equalizes power relations

Benefits of Youth Engagement in Evaluation



Can you share the practice of the youth-
engaged evaluation process of YouthREX
and the great example of MLSE 
Launchpad?



YouthREX’s 
Framework 
for Evaluating Youth 
Wellbeing



YouthREX’s 
Framework 
for Evaluating Youth 
Wellbeing



Building an evaluation culture on youth-centred values



YouthREX’s 
Framework 
for Evaluating Youth 
Wellbeing



MISSION in practice at MLSE LaunchPad
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YouthREX’s 
Framework 
for Evaluating Youth 
Wellbeing



Insight to Action at MLSE LaunchPad

• How Baseline Insights and Mid-Program Challenges became 
established in the evaluation and program culture



We didn’t hear back from the community 
after we leftReflections & Lessons Learned



MLSE LaunchPad’s Lessons Learned

• Live your values. Youth First, Always. 

• Remember your MISSION. How does “involvement” show 
up in evaluation tools and processes? 

• Reflect on how evaluation contributes to your 
organization’s culture. From the youth perspective, 
evaluation activities are part of their experience, not 
something separate or on the side of the program.

• Meet youth where they are, whether that is on court or
online.  

• When youth share feedback or contribute data, act. 



Lessons Learned
• Create an evaluation plan together from the start; discuss your 

collective vision for evaluation journey
• Provide in-depth trainings (e.g., on importance of evaluation, 

how to host focus groups)
• Work towards a significant milestone (e.g., knowledge 

translation event); helps to focus energy and maintain 
momentum

• Analyze findings together 
• LISTEN!



Applications Open: November 16, 2020
Registration Deadline: December 9th, 2020

Runs from January 2021-March 2021
www.youthrex.com

https://youthrex.com/opec/
http://www.youthrex.com/


Applications Open: November 16, 2020
Registration Deadline: January 17th, 2021

Runs from February-March 2021
www.youthrex.com

https://youthrex.com/apec/
http://www.youthrex.com/


Knowledge Hub





View our free community building webinars:
https://bit.ly/tamarackwebinars

Equip yourself for Community Change by 
joining us for free community building webinars 
and live podcasts

Free Community Building Webinars

https://bit.ly/tamarackwebinars


A Professional’s Guide to Working With Young People in the Citizen Space
December 3, 2020

Learn about developing youth-centered community development approaches, gain 
tools for precipitating youth-led action and how to build a framework for place-based 
community building.

Learn more or Register: events.tamarackcommunity.ca/abcd-virtual

https://events.tamarackcommunity.ca/abcd-virtual



